School To Cast Straw Vale

Roosevelt Snores Thru Gambier Fruit Remains in Basket

On Saturday morning, October 12, at 8:35 a.m. the dormitories on the campus of Kenyon College were
visited by the President of the United States.
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Rathborne's Task

The subject of this page is the Rev. C. Geoffrey
Thompson, Rector of St. John's Church, London. It
describes his work as a church leader and his efforts
to support the Church of England during World War II.

The article discusses his involvement in various
church activities and his role in the local community.

The text explains the Rev. C. Geoffrey Thompson's
commitment to the Church of England and his efforts
to support it during the war. It highlights his work
as a church leader and his contributions to the
community.

School To Cast Straw Vale

Students at Kenyon College have been preparing
for the annual School to Cast Straw Vale event.

The event is being run by the drama department
of Kenyon College, and will take place later in the
year. The students are working hard to bring the
event to life and make it a success.

The event will feature a variety of performances
and activities, including plays, music, and art.

Students are encouraged to participate and
enjoy the show. The event is a great opportunity
for students to showcase their talents and
entertain the audience.

Roosevelt Snores Thru Gambier Fruit Remains in Basket

On Saturday morning, October 12, at 8:35 a.m. the
dormitories on the campus of Kenyon College were
visited by the President of the United States.

The text describes the President's brief visit to
the campus and his interaction with the students.

The President was seen snoring while in the
dormitories, leading to speculation about his state
of health.

The text also mentions the President's subsequent
activities, including a discussion with the students
in the gym and a tour of the campus.

Overall, the text provides a snapshot of the
President's visit to Kenyon College and his
interaction with the students.
The Answer

Mr. E. Donald McClure,  
Kenyon College  
Gambier, Ohio

Dear Mr. McClure,

I was dealing with the cost of food and the maintenance of Peace Hall, which appeared in the Kenyon  
College Collegian October 7. I am sending it back because it is not the type of polemic that it implies rather poor conjecture. We appreciate much that this has been given upon the subject in your article but evidently the person who made the study has a very slight idea of what constitutes an exact price.

The buon served in the Commonwealth at Kenyon costs 45 cent  
per serving for two breakfasts. In the average breakfast, here to offer a choice of hot or prepared cereal and costs 100. Considering the fact that between $500 and $500 a year is served and gener-  
ally it is more, I do not understand that this is an overlooked. Tomatoes, which at this time of year can be served in the average breakfast is a small stroke. The price for the breakfast items are the same as the day the goods are purchased. The program  

Weekly Survey

• Concert of Chamber Music  
• Deans' Tyner's New Book  
• Local Football Preview

By Clyde Miller

What’s My Name?

Note Concerning Faculty Intelligence Only

Monday, November 10th, 1941

Mr. William Anderson, Chairman of the Department of Zoology,

I am writing to bring to your attention the fact that your name is not misspelled on our faculty list. The error was noticed and taken care of as soon as it was called to my attention by Professor Thomas. That is, I did not find it. I began to feel my own to the point of being nervous, then I received a note from Professor Thomas. 

Not only did I receive the note from Professor Thomas but also from Professor James C. Butts, who had just finished eating a cup of spaghetti. 

From Wall Street through a system of some sort, I received at varying speeds, communication of their being finding all the more. The letter read: "Dear Mr. Anderson: As you may have any use for this letter, I am able to get your financial status. I believe that he would have the money to go the next year. I hope you will return to the college next year and work towards the support of your family."

Wednesday was the day set aside for the registration of students who are eligible to be conscripted under the Selective Service Act. It is likely that the legal age of 20 will be at least a great deal of comfort and "even" swept through the minds of many. At Union College, in New York a group of students  

Mr. Thomas regards registration as "a day of mourning for the death of the American way of life." He believes that the day would be rather little of the totality of the state. This has been the stand taken by the Christian Science Monitor. We disagree. This has been completely futile. Mr. Thomas is not speaking as political but as an individual who has not been sought for defense, but the first step toward undermining the security of a country, the professional soldiers and officers in the navy, the coast ar-  

My name is Spackman, so please call me Mr. Spackman. I am a member of the faculty of the College of Engineering. (Continued on Page 2)

Letters to the Editor

To the Editor of the Collegian,  

I should like to beg some space in your paper to say a word or two concerning the present situation of the College. I believe that it is not the time to hear or so much as to understand it, but that it is the time to remember what some of our forefathers did. The program  

The Christian is obliged to de-  

The excerpts published in this paper are drawn from the December 1941 issue of The Collegian, the student newspaper of Kenyon College, Gambier, Ohio.
In this issue, we are highlighting our coverage of the Heidelberg STAR, a popular publication that features news, sports, and events on the University of Heidelberg. Our reporters have provided insightful analysis and commentary on various topics, including the importance of sustainability in higher education, the impact of technology on student life, and the role of the arts in shaping our cultural landscape. We are proud to present this issue, which we believe will engage and inform our readers on a wide range of relevant and interesting subjects.
New Road to Stay Until Winter

October 13, 1963
The Kenyon Collegian
Kenyon College
Garrigues:
The new road around the rear of the new hall and the speed bump nearby completed will be open for driving during the present term. The road will be closed on Monday, October 15, and no vehicles will be able to use it until it is complete. You may become impossible due to the fall of winter weather at which time the road will be closed and the old road reopened.

W. R. BECKER

A Useless Organ?

(Continued from Page 2)

Frank Love, president of the senior council wishes to make it clear to the students that the purpose of the senior council is not to be hard on offenders but rather to give them a fair trial by undergraders. It is the wish of the council to take over some of the cases formerly handled by the dean.

At the last meeting of the senior council a resolution was passed to the effect that anyone who has business must present it in person before the council or in a letter to be discussed at the next meeting. This ruling applies to everyone at school regardless of position. The senior council meets on the second Thursday of each month. Any student who has a complaint or a suggestion must make it in this way.

By cooperating with the senior council students are accepting a responsibility; they are not only bettering themselves but at the same time giving Kenyon a better name. It is one of the best recommendations a college can have to be able to say that its students are able to govern themselves with the necessity of the faculty acting as a sort of police force in addition to their other more dignified duties.

Letters to the Editor

(Continued from page 2)

Dear author columnists, such as I, don't like this. It might be printed out that it is modifying the computer is that I and I am changing the name as well.

The Kenyon Collegian

A Useful Organ?

(Continued from page 2)

In this activity, the primary function of the senior council is to give the students a fair trial during their undergraduate years. The council has jurisdiction over the senior class and all 'lakers' and senior-year students as well.

As much as the new All for the senior class at Kenyon and London are thoroughly settled, these areas will be covered with grass, which will increase the parking facilities at both buildings.

W. R. BECKER

PLATTER PATTERN

(Continued from page 3)

as in his old record of Rome. Like it Hot? Remember? It would be amazing if anything better could be done on the dance, and for that reason alone, excluding the good melody and brilliant notes, is reason enough for buying it.

MOVIE PARTY

Food
Cider & Doughnuts

Movie
"The Way of All Flesh"

With
AKM TAMBOFF
MMEL ANGELOUS

Time:
7:00 P.M. Saturday Night

Place:
ROSE HALL

QUALITY CLEANERS

Satisfactory Work at Low Prices
Kenyon Agent — Bruce Bethwell

The thoughtful fellow rides the insured ZONE CAR way.

900

just call

PITKIN'S PROVISION STORE
THE BEST IN FOODS
133-137 South Main Street
Mt. Vernon, Ohio

College Shop
Shoe Store & Socks
Stationery
Reasonable Prices

BOB WILLIAMS
BILL WILSON
ED GROUSE